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Order at www.HOGSKINSPAINTPROTECTION.com 

 

 

REQUIRED INSTRUCTIONS FOR APPLYING YOUR PAINT PROTECTION KIT 
1997-2013 Models 

1. Watching the HOG SKINSTM DVD before beginning is a VERY IMPORTANT visual and audio tool, and reading 
these instructions is a must.  Apply product in a dust, wind, and no direct sun controlled area with 
temperature between 50 to 95 degrees.  Everything is included in this kit except, an extra set of hands, table 
and bright directional lighting.  Allow 1 to 2 hours to complete your HOG SKINSTM paint protection kit.  Your 
Harley service departments offer installation for you as well.  
 

2. Setting Up: Take the WHITE capped 16 oz spray bottle, fill with 25% isopropyl rubbing alcohol to 
75% water up to the mid-neck of the bottle.  Screw on the WHITE spray nozzle.  Lay out your pre-cut pieces 
on a smooth table, the pre-cut template is on this reverse side to identify pieces. 

3. Using your WHITE spray bottle clean all debris and wax from painted areas.  Completely spray and wipe all 
areas, HOGS SKINSTM will be applied several times, so ensure paint is 100% CLEAN.    

4. Take the empty 16 oz. spray bottle, fill full to ¾ up neck to opening with warm water.  With the spoon 
provided, measure out specifically (2) spoonfuls of the small BLACK lid concentrate in the bottle.  Screw on 
the BLACK spray nozzle and gently shake well.   
 

5. Starting: If you have purchased a COMPLETE KIT, start with the saddlebag pre-cut pieces first, or on the 
Tri-Glide kit start with the inner fenders.  If you have purchased a PARTIAL FAIRING Kit then begin with the 
easier pre-cut pieces first.  You will gain additional confidence with each piece.   
 
Using the BLACK spray bottle: 

a) Lightly spray painted surface, wipe off, remove any lint, then completely soak surface. 
b) Spray finger tips and the edge of pre-cut piece where you are pulling up.  Do not let fingers stick.  

Spray backing as you separate the piece.  
c) Once separated, completely 100% soak sticky side (saturate). No dry areas. 
d) Lay sticky side down on the already wet painted surface.  The piece should slide around.  Using an 

extra set of hands, lightly hold piece centered at edges. If Skin doesn’t slide, add an extra drop of 
slip solution, re-spray.  

e) Lightly spray over the top surface and run squeegee down center of piece with medium consistent 
pressure, setting the piece. Never dry squeegee. 

f) Overlapping each squeegee run with consistent pressure, work one side then the other. Re-spray 
lightly and re-squeegee in the opposite direction.  

g) Lightly and gently dry off surface, visually inspect for any air pockets and edges not down smooth.  
In 1 to 2 minutes run towel down around edges and corners. 

h) If you have any edges or corners not lying down, simply spray White Top Spray under edges and 
work down. Do not pull up piece.  Continue this same process throughout. 
 

6. THE FAIRING: Start with the center piece first.  Following the same specific directions above have 
your helper lightly hold the upper edges to confirm center.  This piece should come down to the edge 
above the headlight, but does not wrap under. Squeegee your center run up and down and work one side 
complete and then other. 

7. When you are ready to apply the lower side fairing pieces remember to leave an exposed 1/8 inch space 
from your already set center piece.  Be patient.  Have your helper center the piece from the side edge of the 
headlight and holding the outer edge of the fairing.  Set and work the lower outer areas first, spray inside 
the center concave opening and work squeegee upwards and around.  The piece will set.  Use WHITE spray 
solution on edges if needed.  

 
Congratulations On A Job Well Done! 

 



This Template Is For Your: Road-GLIDE 
 

but the Saddlebag Partial Kit fits ALL bikes with bags.

If you have purchased a Partial Kit, then it will only include those numbered pre-cut skins shown below, but a 
Complete Kit will include all pre-cut skins listed below. Determine LEFT and RIGHT sides by sitting on your bike.

Once your Hog Skins has been applied for 5 days, you can wax and clean as usual, but with soft damp towels only. PULLING OFF Hog Skins from 
your paint requires a blow dryer (not a heat gun). Start slowly pulling and heating with a blow dryer at the same time. If you pull off Hog Skins 
that have been on more than two or three minutes, they cannot be re-applied. Thank you from all of us a Hog Skins! 
www.hogskinspaintprotection.com Green / Yellow / Gray

1. (a) Front Fender without Light
1. (b) Front Fender with Light
2. Front Fairing - Center
3. Upper Front Fairing - Left Side
4. Upper Front Fairing - Right Side
5. Lower Front Fairing - Left Side 

6. Lower Front Fairing - Right Side
7. Cow Bell - Left Side
8. Cow Bell - Right Side
9. Tank Rub - Left Side*
10. Tank Rub - Right Side*
*Gas Tank Rubs fit 2008 & Newer

Road-Glide Front End Partial Kit #HS04-13-RGF

1. Bag Lid Top - Left Side
2. Bag Lid Front - Left Side
3. Bag Front - Left Side

4. Bag Lid Top - Right Side
5. Bag Lid Front - Right Side
6. Bag Front - Right Side 

Saddlebag Partial Kit #HS97-13-SB

1. Lower Foot Fairing - Left Side
2. Upper Foot Fairing - Left Side
3. Lower Foot Fairing - Right Side
4. Upper Foot Fairing - Right Side

Foot Fairing Partial Kit #HS97-13-LF
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